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This Swan 82 epitomises what is in Nautor Swan’s DNA: reliability, 
sailing performance, sea worthiness, elegance and luxury. 
Stella will be in outstanding condition ready for the 2024 Summer season.

Stella, a Swan 82FD was designed by German Frers and is recognised 
around the world as one of the greatest performance cruising yachts 
ever conceived. She is an iconic yacht that offers exhilarating sailing 
whilst not compromising on comfort and luxury.

Stella, formerly Grey Goose, has been rigorously maintained by both 
her previous and now her current owner to keep pace with the latests 
advances in technology. This winter she is undergoing a comprehensive 
refit in the Swan Service Centre in Badalona with upgrades to include: a 
new teak deck, repainting of the hull in navy blue, full rig service, all new 
sails and all electronics replaced and upgraded. This will give Stella a 
modern, contemporary feel, comparable to the very latest generation of 
Swan yachts.

Compared to her sister ships, Stella out performs them. A replacement 
rudder and keel brought down the centre of gravity, improved 
acceleration and pointing ability, balancing her perfectly in the water. 
In 2016 a replacement Hall Spars high modulus carbon fibre mast added 
strength and reduced the weight aloft increasing the righting moment 
and improving the overall performance.

Whilst many of the upgrades were made to improve the performance, 
most of them also serve to enhance the cruising experience by reducing 
pitching, better acceleration and easier handling.
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BOAT DETAILS

Model   SWAN 82
Builder   Nautors Swan
Designer  German Frers
Build Year  2006
Location   Mediterranean
Guest Capacity  8
Crew   3 

HULL DETAILS

LOA   24.89 m
Beam    5.86 m
Draft   4.30 m
Displacement  49,895 kg
Crusing Speed  7 knots
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refitted ready for 2024 season 

New teak deck
Hull and topside resprayed
Mast resprayed
Rig serviced
New full width traveller
Electronics completely replaced: 
New navigation, communication & entertainment systems
New upholstery in cockpit
New sprayhood and awning
All new linens and crockery
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Full cockpit sun awning
Cockpit cushions
Central cockpit detachable backrest
Central cockpit table
Flush hatches
Steering consoles with touch displays
Hydraulic bathing platform with underwater lights
Carbon fibre gangway
All sails by North, 3Di Main (2024) and 3Di Jib

on deck
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Watersports Equipment

Tender with a 30hp engine

Stand up paddle board

Seabob

E-foiler

Multiple sets of snorkeling equipment
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16kw Northern Lights Generator
Condaria Air Conditioning
B&G H5000 Instruments
5g wifi mesh network
Widescreen smart TV
Bose Stereo and Sound system
Playstation

electronics
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plan layout 
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Stella has 3 en suite guests cabins; there is a comfortable 
owners cabin in the aft with large double, a twin cabin with 
pullman mid ships and a forward cabin with queen size 
double and pullman berth. 

The interior woodwork is teak combined with white-painted 
panels in the two guest cabins. Upholstery is covered 
in a beige linen/cotton fabric. The galley and bathroom 
countertops are made of Corian glacier white.

interior
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Four burner gas stove with oven

Electric oven/microwave

2 x 260L refrigerators

175L freezer

cooling box for vegetables

Washer/Dryer

Dishwasher

Waste disposal unit

Icemaker

galley equipment
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LV YACHTING
CRUISING YACHT CHARTER

LUCY
OWNER / CHARTER BROKER

THE TEAM

Lucy’s energy and enthusiasm have kept people coming back time and time again. 
She is an accomplished inshore and offshore racing skipper.  Lucy started in 
the sailing industry by owning and running Northern Child, a Swan 51, for racing 
and cruising charters in the UK and Caribbean. This developed into LV Yachting 
offering worldwide race charter packages.

ABI & ELLIE
Lucy is supported by a growing team who work together to deliver the best 
possible charter experience. From the point of booking,  Abi and Ellie work with 
you to provide logistical support, book flights, accommodation and any other 
assistance you require to deliver a first class experience.

Cruising Yacht Charter gives you the opportunity to sail on some amazing 
yachts. You decide on the pace of the trip, where you go and how much you want 
to get involved - You can take the helm or sit back and watch the world go by.

As with our racing yacht charter LV offers the highest standard of personal 
service with tailored itineraries based on your needs and yachts available. Each 
yacht charter is run by its own captain and crew, with everything you need to 
enjoy a personal, exclusive and amazing holiday. 

We offer a smaller selection of yachts, allowing us to have an in-depth 
knowledge of the boats in our fleet and cruising locations. Focusing on quality 
over quantity and by listening to your requirements, we can tailor the experience 
to you.

We offer cruising yacht charters in the Caribbean, Mediterranean, US East Coast 
and the United Kingdom. It is a great way to sail, relax and enjoy unforgettable 
adventures with family and friends.



GET IN TOUCH

 info@lvyachting.com

 +44 (0)20 3920 6261

Whilst every care has been taken in their preparation, the correctness of the particulars in this brochure is not guaranteed.


